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Breaking Bad Season 5 Episode 13 use his knowledge to cook methamphetamine with one of
his former students, deadbeat Jesse Pinkman. He immediately clashes with
AlbuquerqueÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs local drug dealers and the season culminates 

with Walter Breaking Bad Season 5 Episode 13 adopting his drug kingpin persona for the first
time: Heisenberg. As the show begins, Walter White is a high-school chemistry teacher who
receives a dire diagnosis: inoperable lung cancer. To provide for his family ÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂ wife
Skyler and disabled son Walter Jr. ÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂ Walter decides. Season 2 finds the dynamic duo
facing setback after setback, especially in their distribution. They meet shady lawyer Saul
Goodman, who provides smart but less-than-legal business advice. As Jesse becomes more
and more drug-addled, Walt meets a local fast-food business owner, Gustavo Fring, who
offers $1.2 million for 38 pounds of meth. Walt withholds JesseÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs half of the profit
and even does nothing as JesseÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs manipulative girlfriend overdoses and dies in front
of him. On the home front, Skyler kicks Walter out, fed up with his secrets. Walter confesses
his whole criminal side to Sykler in Season 3, and she demands a divorce. Meanwhile,
Gustavo Fring moves Walt into a state-of-the-art, underground meth lab and provides a new
assistant, Gale. WalterÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs brother-in-law, DEA agent Hank, begins to put a case
together against Jesse. Jesse meanwhile learns that GusÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs henchmen made the kid
brother of JesseÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs new girlfriend kill one of JesseÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs distributors, and
conspires to kill the henchmen in retribution. When Gus replaces Walt with apprentice Gale,
Walt makes Jesse kill Gale to make them indispensable. Season 4 sees Gus reluctantly
rehiring Walter and Jesse. Meanwhile, Skyler agrees to launder WaltÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs profits with a
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car wash the family buys. Hank closes in, directing his investigation toward Gus now. Upon
discovering WalterÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs connection with Hanks, Gus fires Walter and threatens harm to
both him and his family, but Walter outsmarts Gus and kills him by convincing a dying man to
be a suicide bomber. In the first half of Season 5, Walter and Jesse are working for
themselves again. Skyler feigns a suicide attempt only to get her children to the relative safety
of HankÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs house. Walt has ten men who know his secret murdered in prison. He also
kills Mike Ehrmantraut, a longtime ally of his and JesseÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs. The first chapter of the
season ends with Hank discovering a book with an inscription from Gale to Walt, finally piecing
together that Walt is the notorious drug lord heÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs been chasing. The second half of
Season five premiered August 11, picking up right where things left off, with the episode
reaching a tense peak when Hank confronts Walt about his identity as Heisenberg. It also
features another fast-forward intro where the Walter sees what has become of the Whites'
Albuquerque home. But what about the rest of Walter's family? There are some pretty out-
there fan theories... but Episode 9 didn't give any real indication outside of that intro tease.
Breaking Bad is hurtling toward its finale at a breakneck pace ÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂ each episode of the
second half of Season 2 packed with wrenching tensions and only four installments remaining
before it all ends on September 29. Now we have one cryptic clue about the show's final
moments, which comes in the form of six letters: "Felina" This series finale already has piqued
our curiousity! But what does it all mean? UPROXX has rounded up some of Breaking Bad
fans' best observations about the title. For example: It could be no more complicated than a
simple anagram: "Felina" can be rearranged to spell "finale." According to Wikipedia, Felina is
the name of a professional wrestler, a DC Comics character, a princess's pet in the world of
The Wizard of Oz, a professor in the Pokemon universe, a reggaeton singer, and a Filipino TV
drama. It's also the feminine version of the Spanish word for "feline." But, in perhaps the
coolest theory, one fan on Reddit has pointed out that "Fe" is the chemical symbol for iron,
which essential for blood; "Li" stands for lithium, which is used in meth-cooking, and "Na" is
sodium, which is found in tears. So "Felina" could refer to "blood, meth, and tears," a
bastardization of the idiom "blood, sweat, and tears."
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